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CHAPTER 'I

INTRODUCTION

Significant research dealing with school attendance is

scarce. This may be due to one of two reasons: (1) to an

uncritical acceptance of the notion that problems of sChool

attendanCe-are largely solved; (2) to the idea that problems

within the field are unimportant. With increased enrollment

in seoondary sohools, and the action of various states with

respect to increasing compulsory school attendance laws with

in the past two deoades, the problem of attendance is oonsid

ered an important one to society.

The various oauses of non-attendance are still debatable.

Freeman'sl studies of the oauses of non-attendanoe were based

upon the explanations made by pupils or parents as to why the

child was not in school. Heck' s2 studies in the past tend to

emphasize the significance of big social problems as causes

of non-attendanoe rather than suoh speoifics as illness and

work. Some teaohers say there is a definite relation between

attendanoe of the pupils and. the type of teaoher. Teachers

that present the~r subject matter in an interesting manner

will arouse in the child an ambition to attend school every

~.. ... .. e, ~',":' : ...., .' ,»... •
1 J. N. Freeman, "'Sohool Atteh~H.i;~e ~~':r-{():rtli b~i-6rrna."

Special Bulletin No. 11, Raleigh, N: 6·.~ Stat'a Board:',o.r Charities
and Publio Welfare, 1931. p. 67., . ,; .. ~:. ;-',;",:',.

'2 Aroh O. Heok, ~pil Personnel, Guidanoe and Counseling."
Review of Eduoational Research 3, June, 1933. pp. 183-278.
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day. Reavis3 also makes this statement.

These causes of non-attendance suggest steps which

might be taken to imporve attendance. Investigators have

made different proposals, but failed to test experimentally

their worth. In general they emphasized the necessity of

child study through well-trained field workers.

Clearly the problem of attendance is not a minor one.

The dependence upon ~truant officers" and "police officers"

as a means of securing effective school attendance is being

condemned more and more. The need of deVising ways of dis-

I. PREVIOUS STUDIES

The outstanding causes of non-attendance, according to

Sister M. Honora Hau4 are: feeble-mindedness, physical unfit

ness, lack of high schools, lack of transportation, misfits

in an inflexible school system, problems arising from clashing

3 J. H. Reavis, "Factors Controlling Rural School
Attendance." Chapter II. Published by Teacher's College,
Columbia University, N. Y. C., 1920. pp. 12-15.

4 SisterM. Honora Hau, "A Study of Non-enrollment of
Pupils of School Age in the Schools of Indiana." 1930-lg3l.
Master's 1933 Indiana State Teachers College. p. 15.
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of teacher-pupil personalities, and an indifference of par

ents or their ignorance of the real value of education.

Heck
5

based his conclusions upon a questionnaire study

in which replies were received from 371 cities. This study

was conducted by Bermejo who concluded the chief causes of

lawful non-attendance were: (1) illness of Child, (2) ill

ness in family, (3) lack of clothing, (4) death in family,

and (5) work at home. For unlawful causes of non-attendance

he reported these as chief causes: (1) truancy, (2) parental

neglect, (3) work at home, (4) illegal employment, and (5) out

of-town visits.

Bermejo's6 table shows twenty-seven causes of non-at-

tendance considered lawful or unlawful by 371 cities.

5 Arch O. Heck, "Administration of Pupil Personnel."
Ginn and Company. pp. 112-113.

6 F. V. Bermejo, ffiThe School Attendance Service in
American Cities." Menasha, Wisconsin: George Banta Pub
lishing Company, 1923. pp. 97-99~
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TABLE I

MOST FREQ,UENT CAUSES OF NON-ATTENDANCE

Causes of Non-attendance Lawful Unlawful

Illness of child 340
Truancy 243
Parental neglect 126
Work at home 46 118

Illness in family 109 4
Work (Illegal employment) 83
Lack of clothing 77 26
Death in family 54

Out-of-town visit 25 47
Q,uarantine 35
Inclement weather 35 2
Work (legal employment 26

Religion 17 2
Attend entertainments 11
Mental disability 10
Moved away 8

Because of tardiness 8
Pretended sickness 5
Poor home conditions 5 2
Private school lessons 4

Domestic affliction 3
Take lesson 2
Frequent moving 1
Funeral 1 1

Suspension 1
No good in-school 1
Miscellaneous 11 3



ress they make through the grades, and their success in doing

school tasks, are controlling factors in the attendance of

country children.

An improvement of the teacher is accompanied by an im

provement in the attendance. These is good evidence that

the deep-seated educational interest of a community is only

slightly less important as a factor in school attendance

than the kind of teacher.

Graves8 in analyzing school attendance records found

that colds caused most absences. (Good home and school

hygiene is the best preventive). Children between six and

e~ght years of age have the highest percentage of absence.

The best attendance record is made by children over eleven.

Absences from other causes than illness show only a moderate

increase during the Winter months, but there is a tremendous

7 G. H. Reavis, "Factors Controlling Rural School
Attendance." Published by Teachers College, Columbia
University, N. Y. C., 1920. Chapter II. pp. 12, 13, 15.

8
Gaylord W. Graves, M. D., "Reducing Absences for

Illness." Parents' Magazine. 1935, p. 22.
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jump in the percentage lost,on' a,ccount of sickness between

early January and late March. To a certain extent school

attendance could be improved by well-directed efforts on

behalf of mothers in regard to diet, exercise and mental

health, before their children are born. Other reliable

evidence shows that misspent week-ends are responsible for

. a phenomenally high" absence rate on Mondays.

Uhler9 believes that the normal, healthy child wants to

attend school regularly. His ability to do so, however, is

jeopardized (as is the school's attendance record) if ill

pupils are encourage~ to attend school in an effort to boost

that record. The author states that he does not mean to mini-

mize the importance of teaching pupils the value of regular

school attendance but rather to protest against the vicious

system which, forgetting the best interests of all pupils,

makes the attendance record an end in itself rather than a

means. Every teacher should create in the mind of the pupil

a .concept of social responsibility that would include an ob

ligation to protect other from being infected with any disease

he may have contracted. In instances where parental laxity,

indifference, or lack of control is the underlying cause of

absence, the tea~her is justified in using every social
-

pressure to insure attendance. This is true also in the .

case of malingering by indifferent pupils. A better atten

dance record will result in the long run if the health

9: .
Wm. P.Uhler, Jr., -what Price Attendance?- Nation's

SChools, November, 1933. State Department of Education, Trenton,
New J"ersey. pp. 29-30.
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viewpoint prevails. Reports from the truant officer and

the visiting nurse will provide data that may be used in

the effort to remove the cause leading to absence.

A study by Abbott and BreckinridgelOof 1129 boys and

girls who gave reasons for absence indicated that forty

eight per cent of it was owing to the sickness of the child.

Work at home, the next highest cause, accounted for twelve

per cent. Each of the remaining causes accounted for from

less than one-half per cent to seven per cent. A survey of

the Denver schools showed that physical disability caused

fifty per cent, mental disability caused fifteen per cent

and broken homes caused ten per cent.

One of the causes of backwardness, according to Bauerll ,

is impaired efficiency due to ill health or physical handi-

caps, especially of the senses of perception; namely, sight

and hearing, and diseases which cause frequent absences,

such as infected tonsils and carious teeth and the communi-

cable diseases.

In the fo~lowing report Henderson12 says that the out-

standing reason for children's being absent from school is

10 Edith Abbott and Sophonisba P. Breckinridge,
"Truancy and Non-attendance in Chicago Schools." The
University of Chicago Press, 1917. p.129 •

11 W. W. Bauer, M. D., "The Health of the School
Child." From Education, December, 1933. pp. 193-7.

12
Louise Henderson, Jackson Junior High School, Salt

Lake City, Utah. School ~ Society, Vol. 36, July-Decem
ber, 1932. pp. 798-799.
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·illness. Colds usually account -for fifty per cent or more
-,

of total school 'absence. But the total semester absences

were 2202, while absences from sickness were only 650.

MOst girls had more absences due to other causes than to

sickness. The following table shows less than one-third

of the absence due to sickness.

TABLE II

A COMPARISON OF NON-ATTENDANCE CAUSED BY ILLNESS
WITH OTHER CAUSES

Total cases All causes 2,202

Total cases Sickness 650

Monthly average All cau ses 440.4

Monthly average Sickne ss 130

Daily average All causes 22.02

Daily average Sickness 6..5

Total causes Per girl (258) 8.54

Sick:{less causes Per girl (258) 2.52
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t Heck13 gives illness of the child the chief cause of

non-attendance among children who are enrolled. Foster and

Bolt agreed in suggesting illness as the most potent single

cause. Their investigations were based upon (a) home investi

gations where parents report causes, (b) school records, and

(c) questionnaire reports from school records. The Coopers

pointed out that agricultural work and parental indifference

are the greatest causes of non-attendance for boys. For girls

the leading causes are parental indifference, illness and other

work. Marksbury by means of immediate daily follow-up of all

non-attendance for a year, decided that illness was not nearly

as great a'factor in non-attendance as is sometimes reported.

Heck finds, in addition to the above paragraph, the kind

of legislation, the enforcement of attendance legislation and

the efficiency of attendance service as factors which are

thought to be important in determining the amount of non

attendance. A socially-minded community is more likely to

take preventive measures with respect to contagious disease,

more likely to have families which take all possible precautions

13 Arch O. Heck, RevieYlQ!. Educational Research, June,
1933. 0hap~er I. pp. 190-191. Q.uoted from Laurence F. Foster,
tt:A.r.1~Analysis of ~hool Absenteeism Resulting from Illness."
University High School Journal, August, 1931. Also from R. W.

;Cc;>oper and Hermann Cooper, "Negro School Attendance in Delaware."
Uhiv~rsity of Delaware Press, 192'3. Also Mary R. Marksbury,

·ttThe· 'Development and Testing of a Plan for Improving Attendance
in a Junior High School." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Ohio
State University, 1928. Review of Education Research, April,
1936 ,Chap,t:er I. p. 161. -
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to prevent illness, more likely to prefer to have its

children in school instead of at work, more likely to
I

provide a kind of school which will challenge the interest

of children, and more likely to take an attitude toward

school work which will cause the child to want to attend.

This shift in emphasis is significant.

II. THE PROBLEM

The attendance of a school is an important measure

showing to what extent schools of tOday meet the needs of

children. Studies14 indicate that the schools are still un-

able to hold from a fifth to a sixth of their pupils; it

constitutes a real challenge to school people to discover

the causes of this condition.

Many studies of the causes of non-attendance were based,

in the past, upon the explanation made by pupils or parents

as to why the child was not in school.

In most cases of absences the excuses turned in to

teachers are for illnesses. Since Knox County took a sur

vey of health, this writer was interested in knowing if

there was any comparison between health and attendance in

this, his home c~unty.

The children whose records have been examined for the

comparison of health and attendance are pupils enrolled

14
Studies conducted by Arch O. Heck and Leo J. Blaine,

Review 2.f Educational Research, April, 1936. Chapter I, p.
160. Quoted from N. Bradford Trenham, WEducational Growth
in California.- . Tax Digest, JUly and August, 1932. Vol. ~O.
p.232,. pp. 277-285.
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from Grades One to Twelve inclusive in the Knox County
"

Public Schools.

Statistical procedures have been followed in making

the comparisons tipon which the conclusions. are based, con-

cerning the comparison of health and attendance of the pupils

in the Knox County Public Schools.

The second phase of the study deals with the comparison

of the attendance of pupils in schools without an attendance

officer.

III. COLLECTION OF DATA

The data upon which this thesis is founded are divided

into two parts: tl) data showing the comparison in health

and sChool attendance of twelve hundred children enrolled

in the Knox County Public Schools, based upon health and

attendance records required of all pupils in Knox County;

(2) data designed to show the comparative attendance of pupils

enrolled in a school with an attendance officer with those

without one.

Data for both phases of the study were obtained from

the offices of the County Superintendent of Knox County,

the City Superin~endent of Vincennes, Indiana, and the City

Superintendent of Bicknell, Indiana.

In the school year of 1934-1935 a health test was re

quired of all pupils enrolled in the Knox County Public

Schools. This health test was sponsored by the WPA division

of the Federal Government, and was given by graduate nurses
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,

from the Good Samaritan Hospital. The attendance was

recorded by grade teachers and roll room teachers and
,

filed in the office of the Superintendent at the close of

the school year. The length of the school year for 1934

1935 was 160 days for all schools in the County.

The nurses went to the schools to conduct the test, and

were given a class room with windows on one side, and no

special lighting except the usual seventy-five watt bulb.

No attempt was made to lessen the·noise on that particular

day rather than on any regular school day. The equipment

for this test consisted of a pair of health scales, eye

charts, tongue depressors, and thermometer. The children

were sent individually to the room for the test. The parent

was not present and the'children were left fully clothed.

Each blank except thyroid, heart, lungs and orthopedic

was filled out by the nurse. A nurse is nnt allowed to

test these organs but it must be done by a physician. Form

I pn the following page shows a sample of school health

record used by the nurses •

..



SAMPLE OF SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD USED BY KNOX COUNTY NURSES

FORM·!

Disease Experience

13

Age in years

Age in yearsDates

Dates

s

Otitis Media

Rhumatism

Whooping Cough

Scarlet Fe'fer

Immunizat.ion

small Pox

Name of Pupil

Measles

2.

Neg Shick

Diphtheria

Tonsilitis

Address

Small Pox

Name of Parent
or Gue:rdian '

3.

DIphtheria

Pneumonia

1.
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FORM I (Continued)

~~--------------------------------------------------------

No.
Color
W. C. Date of Birth

School Health Record - From
NOPHN 63, Drafted in Collab
oration with A. P. H. A..

Sex
M. F ..

Medical Examination and Nurse's Inspection

Weight

Lungs

Vision

Orthopedic
Nutrition

Thyroid

Name of Physician
Name 0 f Nurse'

Heart

Gums

Age

Ears

Teeth
Hearing

Grade

Skin & Scalp

Eyes

Throat

LYmph Nodes

Height

Nervous Symptoms

Nasal Passages

Speech Defects

Date

Parent Present

Mead & Wheeler Co.,
Chicago, Illinois,
Exclusive Publishers.

'SChool
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Twelve hundred of these charts were selected at random.

No two charts of children from the same family were selected,

due to the fact that social conditions are one of the big

factors in controlling school attendance. 15 Six hundred of

these charts for the county pupils were selected at the

County Superintendent's Office, three hundred of these charts

for the city pupils were selected at the office of the Vincennes

City Superintendent's Office, three hundred were selected from

the office of the City Superintendent of Bicknell.

15 Earl T. SUllenger, "Some Social Factors in School
Non-Attendance." School and Society, February, 1935, pp.
238-40.



CHAPTER 'II

A COMPARISON OF THE HEALTH AND THE ATTENDANCE OF
SCHOOL CHILDREN" FROM. FARMING, MINING, MIXED

FARMING AND MINING AND INDUSTRIAL
COMMUNITIES

I. ORGANIZATION OF DATA

The schools of the county were divided into four groups

representing the industries of the county. Bicknell is an

example of a strictly mining city. Vincennes is a city of

varied industries. Bruceville and Wheatland include families

of both farmers and miners. The farming group is represented

by Decker, Oaktown, Fritchton, Monroe City, Decker Chapel and

Vincennes Township.

The health cards were divided into three groups: perfect,

defective and critical. To determine a basis for making these

divisions among the charts, a child that had no marks on his

ca!d was put into the perfect group because he was normal in

health so far as the nurse was able to ascertain. Any card

marked with an "x" or "lx" was put into the defective group

because the child was slightly defective in health and would

eventually need z;edical care. A card marked "2x" or "3x"

meant that the child was in a critical condition and a home

call was made by the nurse to recommend that he see the family

physician immediately. Therefore such cases were put into the

critical group. After. dividing the health charts into one of
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~he three groups, it was necessary to get each individual

child", s attendance record for 193~ and 1935.

The data for the comparison of health and the attendance

of children from homes of different occupations and industries

in Knox County were arranged in tables showing the range of

attendance in each group.

II. STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS

The median was chosen as the measure of central tendency

and of dispersion to be used in comparing the records of the

different groups of students. H. E. Garrettl states that

this measure should be used when a quick and easily computed

measure of central tendency is necessary.

The quartile deviation was used to compute the relia

bility of the difference between two medians.

The probable. error, being the most common measure of

reliability, was employed to determine the reliability of

th~ measure of central tendency and dispersion.

In determining the reliability of difference in attendance

between the different groups, the probable error of the

difference was computed.

III.. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

A comparison of the health of the four groups isShown

graphically in Form II. The perfect groups of the miners I

l H. E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology~ Education.
Longmans, Green and Company, 192.6. p. 50. p. 126.
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FORM II

A COMPARISON OF THE HEALTH BY GRAPH OF THE FAIDlERS', INDUS
TRIALISTS', MINERS' AND MINER-FARIvlERS' CHILDREN

Critical

Miner-Farmers'Miners'

Defective

V7771

Industrialists'

Perfect

.Farmers'

r-

- /

/

r /
V /

1/ 17 1/

V / V
V / V

V ..- 1/ V
V 1/ ...... V

V 1/ V /

V 1/ V /

V 1/ V V
V 1/ V V
1/ 1/ 1/ V
II 1/ V V

..-
/ V V (

V 1/ V /

V 1/ V 1/

1/ 1/ 1/ V
l/ ... V V /

~

V V V / .
V 1/ V 1/
V 1/ V V
1/ 1/ 1/ n V'""----

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15
"';,,
t 10I
J
t·

I,,,,:

5

0
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"children scored sixty-one per cent in comparison with twenty-

two per cent of miner-farmers' children, thirteen per cent

of the industrialists' children and twelve per cent of the

farmers' children. Fifty-four per cent of the miner-farmers'

children were found defective in comparison with fifty-one

per cent of farmers" children, thirty-four per cent 0 f miners'

children and thirty-two per cent of industrialists'. The

largest percentage of critical children was found among the

industrialists' group. Fifty-one per cent of these were

classified in the critical group in comparison with th±rty

seven per cent of farmers' children, twenty per cent of

miner-farmers' children, and only four hundredths of a per

cent miners' children.

TABLE III

A COMPARISON OF THE HEALTH BY PER CENT OF THE FARMERS',
INDUSTRIALISTS', MINERS' AND MINER-FARMERS'

CHILDREN

Health

Perfect Defective Critical

Farmers· children 12 51 37

Industrialists •
children 13.5 35.5 51

Miners' children 61.3 34.3 4.3

Mine~Farmers'
<ehildren 22.3 57.6 20
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The attendance scores of the four groups ranged from

ninety-five to 160. The medians of the perfect division

of the four groups in order of size are as follows: indus

trialists' children 156.53, miner-farmers' children 153.19,

farmers' children, 149, miners' children 147.94. The medians

of the four defective groups in order of size are as follows:

industrialists' children 156.12, miner-farmers' children 152.84,

farmers' children 149.5 and miners' children 148.56. The

medians of the four critical groups in order of size are as

follows: industrialists' children 154.21, miner-farmers'

children 16~.39, farmers' children 150.37 and miners'children

140.83. Attendance score:s and medians of these four groups

are found in Tables IV, V, VI and VII.
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TABLE IV

ATTENDANCE SCORES OF THREE GROUPS FROM BICKNELL
SCHOOLS

Health

Scores in Days Perfect Defective Critical

Frequency Frequency Frequency

160 3 0 0

155 33 20 0

150 42 24 1

145 34 26 3

140 40 15 3

135 14 7 3

i30 7 6 1.

125 2 1 1

120 5 3 0

115 3 1 0
"~" .:

110 0 0 1

105 0 0 0

100 - 1 0 0

Medians 147.94 148.56 140.83
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TABLE V

ATTENDANCE SCORES, OF THREE GROUPS FROM VINCENNES SCHOOLS

':~.
Health

I Scores in Days Perfect Defective Critical
'I
'j

d Frequency Frequency Frequency

iiJ
0:'1

fl 160 8,: 16 10
~J

~l 155 18 49 61

I 150 6 22 41

145 4 15 20

140 :5 2 8

135 0 3 7

130 1 0 5

125 1 1 2

120 0 0 1

Medians 156.53 156.12 154.21
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TABLE VI

ATTENDANCE SCORES OF THREE GROUPS OF MINER-FARMERS'
CHILDREN FROM THE BRUCEVILLE AND THE

WHEATLAND SCHOOLS

Health

Scores in Days Perfect Defective Critical

Frequency Frequency Frequency

160 0 0 0

155 28 67 18

150 18 51 18
';:

'il 145 14 22 15
1i

f 140 6 22 4

135 1 4 1

130 1 3 1

125 0 3 1

120 0 1 0

115 0 1 1

110 0 0 1

105 0 3 0

100 1 1 1

Medians 153.19 152.84 151.39



TABLE VII

ATTENDANCE SCORES OF THREE GROUPS OF FARMERS t CHILDREN
FROM THE COUNTY SCHOOLS

-
Health

Scores in Days. Perfect Defective Critical

Frequency Frequency Frequency

I
160 0 1 0

15;> 10 40 24
I 150 8 32 34'J

"1
:'[ 145 9 25 1.4(

"I,r
~ .
li 140 2 19 11<I':
~1"t

135 1 11 9

130 0 5 :3

12B 1 4 5

120 2 4 4

115 0 0 0

110 0 4 2

105 0 2 1

100 0 1 3

95 3 3 lL

Medians 149 149.5 150.37
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The median of the perfect group of the industrialists'

children compared with the median of the perfect group of

the farmers' children shows a difference of 7.53 and the

probable error of the difference is 2.15. The significant

ratio is 3.5. A comparison of the medians of the defective

groups from the same two schools Shows a difference of 6.62

with a probable error of the difference .74. The signifi

cant ratio is g. The medians of the critical groups show

a difference of 3.84 with a probable error of the difference

.g4. The significant ratio is 4.08. A significant ratio

of four or more indicates complete reliability.2 Therefore,

it is safe to conclude that the attendance of the indus":',

trialists' children is higher than that of the farmers'

children. These comparisons are shown in Table VIII.

2' H. E. Garrett, Q£. cit., pp. 133-135.
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TABLE VIII

RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ATTENDANCE OF
INDUSTRIALISTS' CHILDREN AND THAT OF FARMERS'

CHILDREN

Health

I Perfect Defective Critical
I
,I
\1 Industrialists'
"I ,Median 156.53' 156.12 154.21n
rj Farmers t Median 149 149.5 150.3711l
,1 Difference 7.53 6.62 3.84

i Favor 1. 1. 1.

Probable Error
of the Difference 2.15 .735 .94

Significant Ratio 3.5 9 4.08
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A comparison of the mirier-farmers' children with the

farmers' children shows a difference in the medians of the

perfect groups to be 4.19 and the probable error of the

difference is 1.04. The significant ratio is 3. The medians

of the defective groups of these two divisions shows a

difference of 3.34 and the probable error of the difference

is 2.78. The significant ratio is 1.2. The medians of the

critical group show a difference of 1.02 and the probable

error of the difference is 1.9. The signifi~ant ratio is

.54. To be completely reliable the significant ratio is

not high enough, but it does show that the attendance of

the miner-farmers' children is slightly higher than that of

the farmers' children. These comparisons are shO"1Jn in

Table IX.
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TABLE IX

RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ATTENDANCE OF
MINER~FARMERS' CHILDREN AND FARMERS' CHILDREN

Health
Perfect Defective Critical

Miner-Farmers'
Median 153.]9 152.84 151.39

Farmers' Median 149 149.5 150.37

Difference 4.1.9 3.34 1.02

Favor M.-F. M.-F. M.-F.

Probable Error
of the Difference 1.4 2.78 1.9

Significant Ratio 3 1.2 .54
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The third comparison is between the miners' children

and the farmers' children. The difference between the

medians of the perfect groups is 1.06 and the probable

error of the difference is 1.28. The significant ratio

is .83. The difference in the medians of the defective

groups is .94 and the probable error of the difference is

.302. The significant ratio is 3.12. The difference in

the medians of the critical groups is 9.54 and the probable

error of the difference is 2.07. The significant ratio is 4.68.

The first two significant ratios show that the attendance of

the farmers' children is slightly higher than the miners'

children, while the significant ratio of the critical groups

is completely reliable. The comparisons are shown in Table

x.
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TABLE X

Critical

Health

DefectivePerfect

Farmers' Median 149. 149.5 150.37

Miners' Median 147.94 148.56 140.83

Difference 1.06 .94 9.54

Favor F. F. F.
Probable Error

of the Difference 1.28 .302 2.069

Significant Ratio .82·8 3.12 4.68

RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ATTENDANCE OF
FARMERS ,. CHILDREN AND MINERS' CHILDREN
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary of the findings of the first phase of the

study, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. The ranking of the four groups from

healthiest to poorest in health is as follows:

miners', miner-farmers', industrialists' and

farmers' children.

2. The ranking of the four groups from the

best attentance to the poorest attendance is:

industrialists', miner-farmers', farmers' and

miners' children.



CHAPTER III

A COMPARISON OF THE ATTENDANCE IN A SCHOOL THAT
EMPLOYS AN ATTENDANCE OFFICER WITH THAT

OF SCHOOLS WITHOUT AN ATTENDANCE
OFFICER

I. ORGANIZATION OF DATA

When making the comparative study of health and school

attendance it was discovered that one school in particular

had much better attendance than that of the other sChools

in the county. In seeking why so much difference existed

among the schools in attendance, the infor.mationwas obtained

from the superintendents of the schools that Vincennes was

the only school system having an attendance officer. This

writer decided to make a comparison of Vincennes school

attendance with that of the rest of the schools (including

Bicknell) in the county. An explanation has already been

given on page 11 as to how the attendance data was obtained.

II. ANALYSIS OF DATA

The attendance scores of the two groups ranged from 95

to 160. A glance~at Table XI, on the following page, shows

that Vincennes city schools had only l3.~ per cent perfect

to compare with 31.8 per cent perfect in the county schools.

The Vincennes city schools had 35.5 per cent defective to

compare with 47.6 per cent defective in the county schools.



20.44

51.

Critical

Health

35.5

47.7

Defective

31.8

13.5

Perfect

County schools

Vincennes city
schools

TABLE XI

A COMPARISON OF THE HEALTH BY PER CENT OF THE PUPILS
OF VINCENNES CITY SCHOOLS WITH THAT OF THE

COUNTY

of the county group.s is .88. To be completely reliable the

The critical group of Vincennes city schools is the largest

group of all, containing 51 per cent to compare with 2.04

per cent in the county schools.

A comparison of the perfect group with the defective

group of the Vincennes schools in Table XII shows a signifi

cant ratio of only four-tenths. A comparison of the county

perfect and defective groups shows a significant ratio of

2.9 in favor of the defective group. Table XIII is a

comparison of the perfect with the critical of both the

Vincennes and the county schools. The significant ratio of

the former is 2.5 and the latter only .78. The defective

and critical groups of the Vincennes and that of the county

.~~ schools are compared in Table XIV. The significant ratio
"

.t

I.

. ;
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TABLE XII

RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ATTENDANCE
OF THE PERFECT AND DEFECTIVE GROUPS OF THE

VINC~ES CITY SCHOOLS AND THE COUNTY
SCHOOLS

Vincennes County

Perfect median 156.53 149.82

Defective median 156.12 150.89

Difference .41 1.07

Favor Perfect Defective

Probable Error
of the Difference .926 .37

Significant Ratio .4 2.9



TABLE XIII
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RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN" THE ATTENDANCE OF
THE PERFECT AND CRITICAL GROUPS OF THE VINCENNES

CITY SCHOOLS AND THE COUNTY SCHOOLS

CountyVincennes

Perfect median 156.53 149.82

Critical median 154.21 150.28

Difference 2.32 .46

Favor Perfect Critical

Probable Error
of the Difference .917 .59

Significant Ratio 2.5 .78



TABLE XIV
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RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ATTENDANCE OF
THE DEFECTIVE -AND CRITICAL GROUPS OF THE VINCENNES

CITY SCHOOLS AND THE COUNTY SCHOOLS

CountyVincennes

Defective median 156.12 150.89

Critical median 154.21 150.28

Difference 1.91 .61

Favor Defective Defective

Probable Error
of the Difference .62 .69

Significant Ratio 3 .88
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significant ratio is not high enough, but in all comparisons

except the county perfect and defective groups the healthier

pupils have a slightly higher attendance

Table XV shows Vincennes with a median of 155.39 while

the county median, Table XVI, is 150.43. A comparison of

the median of the attendance of the two groups, Table XVII,

shows that the difference between the two medians is 4.86

and the probable error of the difference is .38. The sig

nificant or critical ratio is 13. Therefore, it is safe to

conclude that a school with an attendance officer will have

better attendance than one without an attendance officer.

TABLE XV

ATTENDANCE SCORES OF VINCENNES GROUP

Scores in Days Frequency

160 34

155 128

150 69

145 39

140 13

135 10

130 6

125 4

120 1

Median 155.39



TABLE XVI

ATTENDANCE SCORES OF COUNTY GROUP

160 5

155 240

150 228

145 162

140 122

135 51

130 27

125 18

120 19

115 6

110 8

105 6

100 8

95 7

Median 150.43

Scores in Days Frequency

38
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attendance.

In making these comparisons it was found that the

13.

.38

155.39

150.43

4.86

Vincennes

III. CONCLUSIONS

Vincennes Median

County Median

Difference

Favor

Probable Error
of the Difference

Significant Ratio

TABLE XV.II

RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
ATTENDANCE IN A SCHOOL WITH Jill ATTENDANCE

OFFICER, AND THAT OF ONE WITHOUT AN
ATTENDANCE OFFICER

a school with an attendance officer would have better

healthier pupils had a slightly higher attendance with the

,exception of two groups. The Vincennes city schools, how

ever, had 51 per cent critical and still their attendance

was far superior to that of the county. The superintendent

of the Vincennes city schools informed the writer that

Vincennes was the only school in Knox County having an

attendance officer. This would lead one to believe that

i



CHAPTER Iv

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

I. CONCLUSIONS

The results of.this investigation, as set forth in the

foregoing pages, fails to show that illness is the chief

cause of absence.

1. In checking the health records of three hundred

children of the industrialists' group and the same number

of the farmers' group, it was found that there were more

perfect children in the industrialists' group than in the,

farmers' group. Also, in checking the attendance records,

the same group that excelled in health excelled in attendance.

There were fewer defective children among the industrialists'

group than among the farmers' group, and the former excelled

in attendance also. There were more critical children among

the industrialists' group than the farmers' group but the

former had a higher attendance record.

2. In checking the health records of three hundred

children of the miner-farmers' group, and a similar number of

the farmers' group, it was found that there were more perfect

children in the miner-·farmers' group than in the farmers' group,.

The attendance records revealed that the miner-farmers' group

had the better attendance.

The miner-farmers:' group had more defective children than

the farmers' children, but the miner-farmers' group made better
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atte~dance records. MOre critical children were found

among the miner-farmers' group than among the farmers'

group:.

Children of the miner-farmers' group had better atten

dance than the farmers' group.

3. Health records of three hundred miners' and farmers'

children showed that there were more perfect miners' children

than farmers' children. The,attendance records showed a

higher attendance for farmers' children than 'for miners'

children.

Health records also revealed that there were fewer

defective children among miners' children than among farmers'

children. Attendance records showed that the farmers' group,

had the better attendance.

There were more critical children found among the farmers'

group than among the miners' group, but the farmers' group

had the better attendance.

II • SUGGESTIO~TS

Numerous suggestions and explanations of the probable

findings of the study have been given the writer by persons

interviewed in tne collection of data.

1. Teachers that present their sUbject matter in a

more interesting manner will have fewer absences.

2. Promptness of teacher in reporting absences to the

principal's office will have fewer cases of non-attendance.
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~. There should be more time for teachers to talk to

indivudual pupils concerning individual health problems,

4. Remedial official health service should be

established for children unable to secure private medical

aid whose physical conditQon is responsible for repeated

absences and the child's ill health.

5. Interest pupils in extra-curricular activities as

an aid in attendance.

6. A better analysis of the extent of non-attendance

should be made.

7. More detailed case studies showing why children

do not attend school would be helpful.

8. School officials could conduct controlled experiments

showing the effect or lack of effect of various amounts of

non-attendance.

9. School officials could conduct experiments giving

some idea of the effectLveness of different measures for

dealing with non-attendance.
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